
Air Purifier

USER MANUAL
MODEL: FA330H

Please read the user manual carefuly before use. And please 
keep it properly after reading for checking in the future.
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Do not touch power plug with wet 
hands.

Or else may cause electric shock.

Prohibited to use beyond power 
or connected devices beyond 
specified	value.	Only	can	use	
220V-alternating current (AC )
power supply

Overheating	and	fire	accident	may	occur	if	you	
use	universal	socket	or	devices	beyond	specified	
value.

No damage to power line and 
socket.

Do not bind wires when you use this machine. it 
may	cause	electric	shock,	short	circuit	and	fire	
accident if you use broken wires.
Any	cutting	and	scratching	,	refitting	,	over	distor-
ting, twisting, screwing and pulling of lines are all 
forbidden. Do not put any heavy product on wires 
and sockets.

Do not take apart or modify the 
air	purifier	without	authorization.

Taking	apart	or	modifying	air	purifier	without	au-
thorization	may	cause	electric	shock,		alfunction	
or	fire	accident.

Please make sure to turn off the 
power before cleaning machine.

Else it may cause machine sudden running and 
further electric shock accident.

Please insert the plug complete-
ly into the power socket before 
starting	the	air	purifier.	If	not,	it	
may cause electric shock and 
overheating,	even	fire	accident.

Do not use damaged plug or loose power socket.

Regularly clean power plug

If dust accumulating on power plug, the damp-
ness will make damage to insulation
part	of	the	plug	,	thus	causing	fire	accident.
Pull out the power plug and then clean with dry 
cloth( do not use wet cloth).
If the machine will be of no use for long time, 
please unplug it.

Do not put bars or metal products  
nearby air outlet or openings.

Else it may touch the internal parts and get an 
electric shock or damage.

1. Safety precautions 
In order to avoid possible damage to you, others or 
any  property, please make sure to pay  attention to 
the  following safety precautions.

If the machine power line  is out of order, you must  entrust machine manufacturer, main-
tenance	service	center	or	qualified	technicians	to	replace	it	to	keep	danger	away.

WARNING

Wet hand 
Forbidden

Unplug!

Forbidden!

Forbidden!

Taking apart 
is forbidden!

Forbidden!
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Do	not	use	solvent	like	benzene,	
diluent,etc.	to	clean	air	purifier.	
keep the machine away from 
wasp spray

Or	else	air	purifier	may	broke	into	damage	even	
short circuit occurs which can lead electric shock 
or	fire	accident.

Do	not	use	air	purifier	in	the	situ-
ation of greasy particle.

For example kitchen which can reduce the service 
life	of	air	purifier	filter.
This machine should not be used as ventilating or 
air evacuating equipment.

Do	not	use	the	air	purifier	in	the	
room with fumigation type pestici-
des.

Chemical residue could be accumulated inside 
the machine and then release from the outlet, 
making harm to health.
The room should keep ventilated thoroughly 
after you use insecticide and then start to use air 
purifier.

Keep machine body dry

Or	else	it	may	cause	electric	shock	or	fire	acci-
dent because of short circuit.

Hold the plug when you take out 
the power plug and do not pull 
wires which may cause
short circuit or damage to wires 
to	avoid	fire	accident	and	electric	
shock.

If	the	air	purifier	works	together	
with electric heater, the room 
should keep ventilation.

Or else there may be carbon monoxide poisoning 
accident. 
The	air	purifier	cannot	clear	off	carbon	monoxide.

Do	not	use	air	purifier	in	high	
temperature, humid conditions 
like bath room, as these
situations may cause current 
leakage which can lead electric 
shock	or	fire	accident.

Keep the machine away from 
volatile	substances	or	flamma-
ble items such as tobacco and 
sparks;

Or	else	it	may	cause	fire	accident

ATTENTION

Forbidden!

Forbidden!

Wetting 
forbidden!

Keep away 
from	flame!

Verboden te 
plassen!

Notice
Please turn off the power immediately in case of any 
of the following situations:
• Malfunction of any swtich;
• Circuit breaker worked or fuse burned
• Anomal heating of wires or plugs
• Any burnt smell, anomal sound or shock
• Any other anomaly or malfunction

Forbidden!
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USER MANUAL

Indicator light of 
air quality

Front panel

Air outlet

Air inlet

Handle

Air quality sensor

Control panel

Back cover

HEPA	filter	and	Activated	carbon	filter	
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Indicator light of 
Child-lock Light hole

Child-lock Timer button Speed button ANION button
ON/OFF button

1 h,2h,4h,8h 
Timing indicator

Indicator light of 
AUTO mode

Indicator light of 
filter	replacement

Indicator light of 
ANION

Low 
Speed

Medium 
Speed

High Speed

Function description of control panel
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3. Before use

Air	quality	indicator	reflects	the	current	air	quality	condition.

Indicator	lights	color	of	air	purifier

Learning about air quality indicator light

Indicator light of air quality

Considering power consumption, air quality 
sensor doesn’t work in ready mode.

Hint

Blue Good

Green Ordinary

Red Poor
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Disassembly and installation 
methods of the back cover Placement of air purifier

1  Disassembly method of the back cover
  Press play button in the back cover and 

pull the cover, then you can lift the back 
cover and pull out slightly.

2  Installation method of the back cover 
To reinstall the back cover, please align 
at	the	fixed	groove	and	insert	the	cover	
into the groove, making the play button 
and frame withhold.

To make sure good air circulation effect, 
please ensure there is 50cm distance bet-
ween air inlet and wall or curtain. Besides, 
the distance to air outlet is not less than 
50cm.

Please keep 1 meter or more distance 
from TV, Radio. Please do not use the 
same socket with TV, radio and other 
appliances	which	can	avoid	picture	flutter	
or noise.

It may make wall surface around machine 
body dirty if you place the machine in the 
same place for a long time.

Do not obstruct air inlet and outlet, ensu-
ring	enough	ventilation	and	high	efficiency.
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Information

All	the	filters	are	equipped	with	the	puri-
fier	together,	you	should	remove	all	the	
packings	of	the	filter	before	use.	Please	
disassemble	filters	according	to	the	follo-
wing	instructions,	reinstall	the	filter	to	air	
purifier.

1  Place the machine in a dry, smooth and 
flat	ground.

2  Press play button in the back cover and 
pull the cover, then you can lift the back 
cover and pull out slightly.

3	 	Disassemble	all	the	filters.

Operate in accordance with the following 
steps	to	ensure	correct	filter	installation	
when	you	first	use	this	machine.

Install filter net

Operation steps

Attention

Hint

Make sure power plug is outage when do 
installation, maintenance or transportation 
work. Do not use the machine without 
filter.	Please	remove	all	packages	of	filtes	
before use.

Make machine stick close to wall surface 
for realiability when you remove or insert
filters.
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4	Remove	all	package	of	the	filter	nets.

5	Replace	filters	into	the	air	purifier.

6  To reinstall the back cover, please align 
at	the	fixed	groove	and	insert	the	cover	
into the groove, making the play button 
and frame withhold.

Hint

Please be careful when install the back 
cover, watch your hands.
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4. Purification principle
The	purifier	adopted	passive	adsorption	
and active type at the same time. The air 
absorb	into	the	air	purifier	by	motor.	and	
through	the	filters	and	anion	generator,	
then	send	out	of	purifier.lt	can	filter	dust.	
Remove formaldehyde and eliminate 
peculiar smell. And anion generator can 
generate air negative ions, also known as 
air vitamin.

4	steps	filter	purification

First	step:	Fibre	filter
Second	step	:	High	efficiency	HEPA	filter
Third	step:	Activated	carbon	filter
Fourth step: Anion generator

First	step:	Fibre	filter

Infiltrate	the	fibre	filter	with	Natural	anti-
bacterial, Anti-allergy elements, can effec-
tively restrain the allergen like pollen.
Function: can effectively restrain the aller-
gen like pollen.

Second step:  
High	efficiency	HEPA	filter	

High	efficiency	HEPA	filter	is	specially	
focused on particle with dia .bigger than 
0.25 micron.

Third step:  
Activated	carbon	filter	

Can absorb volatile organic compounds 
and further remove toxic substances such 
as formaldehyde and other peculiar smell. 

Fourth step:  
Anion generator 

Anion generator can produce negative 
ions, make the dust,bacteria,spores,pol-
len, dander and other particles charge-
d,then it will be absorbed by integrated 
discharge device, it can remove PM2.5. 
And anion can also activate oxygen mo-
lecules in the air to form negative oxygen 
ion, help human to get fresh air.
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5. How to use

After	plugged	in	the	power,	purifier	will	
send	out	a	siren,	all	the	indicator	will	flash	
three times . Then, the power light will 
flash	slowly.

Press	ON/OFF	button,	purifier	enters	
AUTO mode. The indicator light of AUTO 
mode and power light will be on.

Indicator light of air quality will show 
green	colour	when	the	purifier	turn	on,	
after 2 min’s preheating, it will detect 
the air quality automatically.

Function description of control panel

Plug in Turn on the air purifier

Hint

Please press ON/OFF button for 5s to turn 
off the machine. With a siren the power
light	will	flash,	then	pull	out	the	power	plug.
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AutomodusManual adjustment of wind speed

Press SPEED button, you can choose 
air speed in turn ‘AUTO mode, speed 1, 
speed 2 and speed 3’.

Press ANION button, with beeps ,anion 
function will work, and the indicator light of 
ANION will be on.
Press	ANION	button	again,	the	purifier	will	
out of anion function, the indicator light of 
ANION will be off.

Press the Child-lock button for 3s, with 
beeps the indicator light of Child-lock will 
be	on.	In	this	condition,	the	purifier	won’t	
be action when you press any key (except 
Child-lock button).

Under AUTO mode, if the lighting in the 
room	is	dark	the	air	purifier	will	enter	
SLEEP mode. Then all the indicator lights 
will be off except the power light. The fan 
speed change to low speed.

TIMER mode

Child-lock function

Photosensitive sensor

ANION mode

Press TIMER button, the working hour will 
be option circulatory in 1 h,2h ,4h,8h,and 
no timer.

Under	AUTO	mode,	the	purifier	will	choose	
wind speed automatically according to the 
air quality.
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Clean the air purifier

Clean the air quality sensor

6. Maintenance and cleaning method
Please make sure to pull out power plug 
before cleaning the machine. Do not 
immerse machine in water or any other 
liquid. Do not use any detergent with abra-
siveness,	corrosive	or	inflammability(	such	
as bleach or alcohol) to clean any parts 
of	the	product.	The	purifier	use	composite	
filters,	the	filters	cannot	be	wash.

1  Use soft brush to clean inlet and outlet 
of air quality sensor.

2  Disassemble the cover of air quality 
sensor.

3  Use dry swab to clean the air quality 
sensor, air inlet and outlet.

4  Reinstall the cover of air quality sensor.

Clean	the	air	purifier	regularly	to	prevent	
the dust accumulation.
1  Use soft and dry clothes to remove the 
dust	from	the	air	purifier.

2  Use soft and dry clothes to clean the 
outlet	and	inlet	of	the	air	purifier.

Clean air quality sensor every two-month 
to ensure best running performance. 
Please clean often if machine works in 
dusty environment.

Attention

When the room is in high humidity, air 
quality sensor may force condensate water 
in surface. In this condition, even the air 
quality is good, air quality sensor may 
show poor air quality, so you must clean 
air quality sensor or set manually.
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Change filter Operating steps

Information 1  The machine remind to replace the 
filters.

2  Turn off the power, then pull out the 
power plug.

3  Press play button in the back cover and 
pull the cover, then you can lift the back 
cover and pull out slightly.

If	the	indicator	light	of	filter	replacement	
is on, it is to remind users to change the 
filters.

Attention

Hint

Please turn off and pull out power plug 
before	replacing	the	filters.

Please	remove	the	package	of	each	filter	
before putting them into the machine and 
please	make	the	label	of	filter	face	upward
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4	Remove	all	the	filters	assembly.

5	 	Remove	all	packages	of	filters,	then	
install	the	new	filters	into	the	air	purifier	
in order.

6  To reinstall the back cover, please align 
at	the	fixed	groove	and	insert	the	cover	
into the groove, making the play button 
and frame withhold.

7	 	When	the	filter	replacement	is	comple-
ted,	plug	in	and	turn	on	the	air	purifier,	
press the SPEED button and ANION 
button for 3s to reset the machine.
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Long term idling Suggested frequency of  
replacing the filter net

Pull out power plug( there is also power 
consumption in stand by mode)

Dry machine inside thoroughly (else there 
maybe malfunction because of rust)

Place the machine in dry and ventilating 
place	(do	not	place	flat	or	upside	down	to	
avoid malfunction)

When	the	purifier	running	for	1500	hours,	
the	air	purifier	will	send	a	siren,	and	the	
indicator	light	of	filter	replacement	will	on	
to	remind	the	users	to	replace	the	filter.
At	this	condition,	the	purifier	can	work	
normally.

Attention

Please turn off and pull out power plug 
before	replacing	the	filters.
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7. Fault handling
The following table lists failure possible to appear in dairy use. Please contact company 
service	center	or	dealer	if	you	cannot	find	answer	from	the	listed	examples.

Status possible reason possible solution
Machine 
cannot work

power supply for plug pull out the plug and pull in again
power plug or wire is wrong contact customer service center or 

dealer
fan doesn’t 
work

machine doesn’t turn on  plug in and turn on
motor is wrong ontact customer service center or 

dealer
Machine on uneven ground  move	to	even	and	flat	ground
loose or foreign particles come 
inside

contact customer service center or 
dealer

motor is loose contact customer service center or 
dealer

filter	packing	is	not	removed		 please	remove	packing	of	every	filter
bad perfor-
mance

washable	filter	is	dirty		 wash	the	dirty	filter
Filters need to be replaced  replace	new	filter
machine inlet or outlet blocked contact customer service center or 

dealer
filter	plastic	packing	is	not	
removed 

removed packing and then use .

there is no enough space 
around machine

please ensure there is 50cm distance 
between two- side air inlet, the distan-
ce to air outlet is not less than 10 cm.

lack	of	filler	or	the	filler	is	not	
properly placed

Make	sure	all	the	filters	are	placed	in	
order in accordance with instructions

exceed cover check whether room area is in ac-
cordance with the machine effective 
cover area.
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Warranty and service

Fittings

Order parts or accessories

If you want to know more information or 
have any questions , please contact custo-
mer service center or the dealer. 

Product	specification	may	be	changed	
without prior notice .

Waranty 2 years from the purchase day 
under normal use and surounding condi-
tions.

If you want to change parts or purcha-
se additional parts, please contact your 
customer service center or the dealer.

Fibre	filter	+	HEPA	filter	net	+	Activated	carbon	filter
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CERTIFICATE 
Certificat - Certificado- Сертификат - Zertifikat - 證書 

1) APPLICANT: (who finally puts the product on the market)
Cixi Beilian electrical appliance co., LTD
No.28th,HaitongRoad,GuanhaiweiTown,Cixi,Ningbo,P.R.China

2) CERTIFICATE NO.: ISETC.001020191231
FILE REFERENCE: DL-2019124435S, DL-2019124360E

3) ISET MARK:

4) CAUTION ABOUT CE MARKING (Instruction for the Applicant who puts the product on the EU market):
The label of the CE Marking on the left side should be not less than 5mm height. CE Marking and EC Declaration 

of Conformity are duties for the manufacturer or its applicant who puts the product on the market. This one is 

responsible to start the CE marking and certification procedure as required by the legislation in force. Only for 

the products which are compulsorily included into specific Directives or Regulations will be necessary to appoint a Notified Body. 

5) TYPE OF PRODUCT: Air Purifiers
MODEL(S): BKJ-215, BK-01, BK-02, BK-03, BK-05, BK-06, BK-07, BK-08, BKJ-350, BKJ-350A,

BKJ-370, BKJ-306, BKJ-300, BKJ-250F-A01, BKJ-310F-A01, BKJ-300A, BK-02A,  
BKJ-215C, BKJ-33, BKJ-306A, BKJ-306B, BKJ-70, BKJ-80A, BKJ-80B, BKJ-215B, 
BKJ-50, BKJ-5, BKJ-15, BKJ-15A, BKJ-15B, BKJ-15C, BKJ-03-0725, BKJ-08-0720, 
YKX-35-A01, BKJ-250D-A01, BKJ-16A, BJS-30A, BJS-30C, H411, H610, VAP55 

6) LIST OF DIRECTIVES / REGULATIONS /STANDARDS (as declared by the manufacturer itself)
Low Voltage Directive 2014/35/EU, Electromagnetic Compatibility 2014/30/EU
EN 55014-1:2017, EN 61000-3-2:2019, EN 61000-3-3:2013+A1:2019, EN 55014-2:2015,
EN 60335-1:2012+A11:2014+A13:2017, EN60335-2-65:2003+A1:2008+A11:2012

7) NOTE: The applicant is aware about the contents and information included in the ModCOM04.06 Regulation for this type
of Certificate that is considered totally accepted. The latest revision of the Regulation is available and can be downloaded
from the website www.iset-italia.eu. This document is not referred to any evaluation that could be considered as included
in the scope of the activities covered by the standard BS EN ISO/IEC 17065:2012 or European Regulation 765/2008.

8) REMARK: Certificate is issued on voluntary application from the Client and it gives to the applicant the right to use
and affix the ISET Mark (at point 3) on their products, even if it doesn’t imply any assessment on the safety and
compliance of the product. ISET declares that the only scope of the assessment is to verify the existence of the declaration
issued by the manufacturer or an applicant under its own responsibilities.

9) DATE OF ISSUE: 31/12/2019    EXPIRY DATE: 30/12/2024 
10) SIGNATURE: Li Zhang

(On behalf of the Legal representative) 

This document is property of ISET Srl and any kind of reproduction is to be considered strictly forbidden. 

ISET S.r.l. Unipersonale 
Sede Legale e Uffici Cap. soc. i.v. € 10.200,00 

Via Donatori di sangue, 9 - 46024 Moglia (MN) Cod. Fisc. e P.IVA Reg. Imprese 02 332 750 369 

Tel. e fax +39 (0)376 598963  REA 02 332 750 369 

www.iset-italia.eu  iset@iset-italia.com   Cap. soc. i.v. MN 0221098 
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